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Abstract: Mononuclear non-heme iron enzymes catalyze a variety of biologically important reactions involving
dioxygen, and yet, the non-heme ferrous active sites have been difficult to study by most spectroscopic methods.
A combination of near-infrared (NIR) magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) and variable-temperature, variable-
field (VTVH) MCD spectroscopies has been applied to 24 structurally defined mononuclear non-heme ferrous
model complexes to rigorously correlate spectral data with geometric and electronic structure. While general
trends for the excited-state splittings have been predicted by ligand field theory, these predictions are now
evaluated by systematically studying the NIR MCD spectra of a series of high-spin (S) 2) ferrous models
with a wide range of coordination numbers and geometries. VTVH MCD spectroscopy is used to probe ground-
state electronic structure, and a complete MCD intensity expression for non-Kramers systems that includes
z-polarization,B-terms, and excited states has been derived. This expression has been applied to these model
complexes to determine signs of the zero-field splitting and to obtain ground-state spin-Hamiltonian parameters,
which can be related to ground-state ligand field splittings. These experimental ground-state data are used to
develop the information content available from VTVH MCD, in particular the ability to probe specific metal-
ligand bonding interactions for different coordination environments. The excited-state ligand field data are
used to construct a set of spectroscopic guidelines which, combined with the ground-state information, allow
one to clearly determine the coordination number and geometry of an unknown ferrous center, with the exception
of only a few ambiguous cases. Additionally, the MCD data provide insight into the origin of the MCD
C-term intensities and signs for low-symmetry ferrous centers. The results obtained through these model
studies now provide the basis for investigating ferrous active sites of non-heme iron enzymes to probe the
geometric and electronic structure of a site with respect to oxygen reactivity and understanding how differences
in structure correlate with differences in reactivity.

Introduction

Non-heme iron active sites are present in a wide range of
enzymes performing a variety of important biological functions
involving dioxygen.1,2 Unlike heme or iron-sulfur systems,
non-heme iron centers are considerably less spectroscopically
accessible, particularly the ferrous sites, which lack intense low-
energy charge-transfer transitions and are often silent in electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR). A spectroscopic protocol has
therefore been developed to probe high-spin (S) 2) non-heme
ferrous sites utilizing near-infrared (NIR) magnetic circular
dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy to observe excited-state ligand
field splittings and variable-temperature, variable-field (VTVH)
MCD to obtain the ground-state sublevel splittings.3-5 The5D
ground state for high-spin Fe2+ (d6) is split under octahedral
symmetry into a5T2g ground state and a5Eg excited state,

separated by 10Dq ≈ 10 000 cm-1 for biologically relevant N
and O ligands. Because the5T2g f 5Eg transition corresponds
to the (t2g)4(eg)2 f (t2g)3(eg)3 one-electron promotion, the
splitting of the5Eg excited state reflects the separation of the
eg orbitals which is sensitive to the geometry of the site. For
less than octahedral symmetry, the double degeneracy of the
excited state is removed, and this splitting,∆5Eg≡ E(dx2-y2) -
E(dz2), is sensitive to coordination number and geometry. NIR
MCD spectroscopy permits the direct observation of these ligand
field excited states which are difficult to see in absorption
spectroscopy, particularly for metalloproteins due to low extinc-
tion coefficients and overlap with protein and buffer vibrations
in the NIR spectral region. Ligand field calculations and studies
on a limited number of model complexes have predicted general
trends for the NIR transition energies as related to the geometric
environment about a ferrous center.3,5,6

VTVH MCD is used to obtain ground-state electronic
structure information and sublevel splittings. TheS) 2 spin
manifold for high-spin Fe2+ undergoes axial zero-field splitting
(ZFS) intoMS ) 0, (1, and(2 components separated byD
and 3D, respectively. For negative ZFS (D < 0), the non-
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KramersMS ) (2 doublet is lowest in energy and is further
split under a rhombic distortion by an amountδ. The VTVH
MCD data of theMS) (2 ground state display unusual nesting
behavior, which can be explained in terms of this rhombic ZFS
and a nonlinear magnetic field dependence of the wave
functions.5 For positive ZFS (D > 0), theMS ) 0 singlet is
lowest in energy with theMS ) (1 doublet atD cm-1 above.
It has been shown that these systems can display VTVH MCD
behavior qualitatively similar to that observed for-ZFS, but
with larger nesting due to the fact that the associated zero-field
splitting is governed byD (2(D2 + 3E2)1/2- D - 3E if rhombic
ZFS is included) rather thanδ, whereD is much larger than
δ.7 For both positive and negative ZFS systems, the VTVH
MCD data are analyzed to extract the ground-state spin-
Hamiltonian parameters (δ andg| for -ZFS andD andE for
+ZFS), which can in turn be related to the axial (∆ ≡ E(dxz,yz)
- E(dxy)) and rhombic (V ≡ E(dxz) - E(dyz)) ligand field
splittings of the5T2g ground state.3 Because the t2g orbitals are
sensitive toπ-bonding effects, these5T2g splittings probe metal-
ligandπ-interactions and thus can complement the excited-state
data.
This methodology has been applied to a number of mono-

nuclear non-heme ferrous enzymes to understand catalytic
mechanism on a molecular level and to probe structure/function
correlations as they relate to reactivity: superoxide dismutase,5

catechol 2,3-dioxygenase,8 phthalate dioxygenase,9 bleomycin,10

lipoxygenases,11 phenylalanine hydroxylase,12 and clavaminate
synthase.13 Application to small inorganic complexes, however,
has been limited to a few structurally defined models.5,7 In this
study, we now investigate a broad series of mononuclear high-
spin ferrous model complexes with varying coordination
numbers and a range of geometries to correlate observed spectral
features and electronic structure with geometric structure. MCD
data have been collected for 24 model complexes which are
structurally defined in either their ferrous or isostructural

forms.14-36 These are shown in Figure 1 and listed in Table 1
along with the ligand types and approximate site geometry.37

The model complexes were chosen so as to cover six- (6C),
five- (5C), and four-coordinate (4C) environments and a variety
of geometric distortions with predominantly biologically relevant
O and N ligands. The 6C models range from ferrous hexaaquo
and hexaimidazole complexes to models with mixed N and O
ligation. The 6C ferrous site in FeCl2 has been included to probe
the effects of different ligand field strengths at a distorted
octahedral ferrous center (Cl vs N/O). The 5C models are
divided into those with approximate square pyramidal geometry
and those with approximate trigonal bipyramidal geometry.
Some of these are distorted from the ideal parent geometry as
would be found in low-symmetry protein environments. The
4C models include near-tetrahedral complexes with Cl ligands
and a series of trigonally distorted complexes that have three
N ligands and a varied unique fourth ligand (Cl, O, or S).
NIR MCD spectra have been measured and Gaussian fit for

each model complex to determine the ligand field transition
energies, and these are used to experimentally evaluate the trends
in excited-state energies predicted by ligand field theory. The
data are also used to determine experimentally theC-term signs
and intensities for ferrous centers with different coordination
numbers and geometric environments. A new closed-form
MCD intensity expression including bothxy- andz-polarized
C-term contributions, along with those of temperature-indepen-
dent B-terms and excited states, has been developed for
analyzing saturation magnetization behavior. This expression
is applied to the VTVH MCD data collected for 19 ferrous
models to determine signs of the ZFS and to extract ground-
state spin-Hamiltonian parameters. These data are used to obtain
ligand field splittings and descriptions of the ground state, which
combined with the observed excited-state transitions give a
complete description of the d-orbitals of the ferrous center. The
results are evaluated to obtain a set of guidelines for determining
the structure of a given ferrous site and to develop the
information content available from the ground state with respect
to electronic structure and specific metal-ligand bonding
interactions. Additionally, insight is obtained into the origin
of the observed MCDC-term intensities and signs for low-
symmetry ferrous sites. This correlation of spectral data with
detailed geometric and electronic information provides a basis
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of comparison for evaluating the nature of ferrous active sites
in non-heme enzymes.

Experimental Section

Commercial reagents were used without further purification: fluo-
rolube (Wilmad), poly(dimethylsiloxane) (Aldrich), mineral oil (white,
heavy; Mallinckrodt), glycerol-d3 (98 atom % D; Cambridge Isotopes
Laboratory), methyl-d3 alcohol-d (99.8 atom % D; Aldrich), ethyl-d5
alcohol-d (99+ atom % D; Aldrich), D2O (99.9 atom % D; Aldrich).
The models [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 (MCB Manufacturing Chemists,
Inc.) and FeCl2 (anhydrous; Johnson Matthey Alfa) were obtained

commercially. Other model complexes were prepared as previously
described (see references in Table 1). All models except [Fe(H2O)6]-
(NH4)2(SO4)2 and [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)](OTf)2 are air-sensitive and were
stored in an inert atmosphere.
All samples for spectroscopy were prepared under an inert atmo-

sphere in a N2-filled glovebox. Mulling agents were degassed prior to
use by performing numerous freeze-pump-thaw cycles on an argon-
gas Schlenk line. Crystalline samples were hand-ground into a fine
powder using an agate mortar and pestle. Mulling agent (usually
fluorolube, but poly(dimethylsiloxane) and mineral oil were also used)
was added to the mortar and mixed with the powdered sample for 3-5
min. A drop of mull (∼200µL) was placed on the center of an infrasil
quartz disk and a second quartz disk laid on top. The two disks were
placed on top of a neoprene spacer inside a copper MCD cell and held
in position by a copper plate. Tightening down the copper plate spread
the mull out evenly between the two quartz disks. Samples were
inspected under an optical microscope to confirm that the microcrys-
talline mull was homogeneous and then immediately inserted into the
MCD instrument under a high flow of helium gas.
For some models, the mull data showed ligand field transitions on

top of an equally intense broad field-dependent background. In these
cases, a more complete data set was collected on the solution form of
the sample. Two of the models, [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]Cl and Li[Fe-
(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)], were studied in both their 5C solid form and
the 6C solvated form. In preparing solution samples, crystalline
material was dissolved in previously degassed deuterated methanol ([Fe-
(PY5)(MeOH)](OTf)2), deuterated ethanol ([Fe(Im)6]Cl2, [Fe(TMC)-
Br]Br, [FeCl4]2-), or D2O (Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)]) and mixed with
∼50-60% (vol %) degassed glycerol-d3. [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]Cl samples
were prepared in a mixture of degassed methanol-d4/ethanol-d6 in a
1/4 ratio. Solutions were injected into a 0.3-cm-thick neoprene spacer
sandwiched between two infrasil quartz disks and secured within the
MCD cell by a copper plate. After removal from the glovebox, solution
samples were either immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen or rapidly
inserted into the MCD instrument under a high flow of helium gas.
NIR (600-2100 nm) MCD spectra were recorded on a Jasco J200D

spectropolarimeter with a liquid nitrogen-cooled InSb detector and an
Oxford Instruments SM4-7T superconducting magnet/cryostat or the
upgraded SM4000-7T model, each capable of fields up to 7 T and
temperatures from 1.6 to 100 K. Depolarization of the frozen MCD
samples was determined to be<5% by comparing the CD spectra of
a nickel (+)-tartrate solution placed before and after the sample. MCD
spectra are corrected for the natural CD and zero-field baseline effects
due to the optical quality of the frozen sample by subtracting the
corresponding 0 T scan at each temperature. The baseline-corrected
spectra were fit to Gaussian band shapes using a modified Levenberg/
Marquardt constrained nonlinear least-squares fitting routine. Saturation
magnetization data were normalized to the maximum observed intensity
and fit as described in the text. Both the negative and positive ZFS
models were applied to the VTVH MCD data in determining the best
fit.

Results and Analysis

A. Ligand Field Spectra and Excited-State Splittings.
NIR MCD spectra were measured for seven 6C ferrous
complexes with distorted octahedral geometry (see Figure 1,
top): [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6), [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 (Tutton’s salt),
[Fe(Im)6]Cl2, [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)](OTf)2, [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]Cl,
Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)], and FeCl2. The hexaaquo ferrous
complexes [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6) and [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 have
similar structures, with the former having a trigonal and the
latter a rhombic distortion of the iron center. The imidazole
ligands in [Fe(Im)6]2+ are arranged in a nearly octahedral
fashion, although there are no symmetry relations between any
of the imidazole groups. [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+, which has five
pyridines from the pentadentate PY5 ligand, has Fe-N bond
lengths typical for high-spin ferrous sites (2.15-2.20 Å) and a
contracted axis along the N-Fe-methanol direction with a 2.10
Å Fe-N bond and a 2.04 Å Fe-O bond. [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]+

Figure 1. Structural representations of the 6-coordinate (top), 5-co-
ordinate (middle), and 4-coordinate (bottom) ferrous models used in
this study. The isopropyl groups of the ligand L in5a-c and4c have
been omitted for clarity; L has been pictorially abbreviated for4d-g.
Structural information is not yet available for6f and5g, but a suggested
ligation is shown for the ligand system.22
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is a 6C complex designed to model the active site in bleomy-
cin20,21and has mostly N ligation with the PMA ligand binding
through primary and secondary amines, an imidazole, a pyri-
midine, and a deprotonated amide. X-ray absorption spectros-
copy studies10 show typical Fe-N bond lengths and a short
∼2.00 Å Fe-pyrimidine bond. [Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)]- was
synthesized to model the non-heme active site in phenylalanine
hydroxylase38 and has predominantly O ligands in a mixed
oxygen and nitrogen distorted octahedral arrangement.22 The
iron center in FeCl2 is surrounded by six Cl anions in a layered
lattice so that the effective site symmetry is distorted octahedral
(∼D3d).
Low-temperature MCD spectra for the 6C models are

presented in Figure 2. (Gaussian resolutions are given in the
Supporting Information.) Table 2 summarizes the observed d
f d transition energies, 10Dq values, and∆5Eg splittings and
compares these results to those from absorption spectroscopy

where available. The two ferrous hexaaquo models have similar
ligand field spectra (Figure 2,6a,b) and show additional weak
spin-forbidden transitions to higher energy.42 [Fe(Im)6]2+ has
an MCD spectrum (6c) similar to that of the hexaaquo models,
with the df d bands shifted to slightly higher energy since
imidazole is a stronger-field ligand than water. Ligand field
transitions are observed at highest energy for [Fe(PY5)-
(MeOH)]2+ (6d), which has five strong-field pyridine ligands;
in fact, this complex can become low-spin rather easily by
changing the nature of the sixth ligand.43 The spectrum of [Fe-
(PMA)(MeOH)]+ (6e) shows two transitions also to higher
energy relative to the hexaaquo complexes which indicates a
stronger ligand field at the iron center, likely due to the strong
Fe-pyrimidine interaction. [Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)]- shows
spectral features (6f) similar to those of the hexaaquo models,
as might be anticipated due to the largely O ligation. The df
d transitions for FeCl2 are observed at∼7000 cm-1 (6g) and
are shifted to lower energy in accord with the weaker ligand
field strength of Cl relative to N or O.44 Thus it is found that
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Table 1. Ferrous Model Complexes and Their Structural Type

coord no. (key) complex37 Fe2+ ligands approximate site geometry structure ref

6 6a [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6) 6O dist.Oh (trigonal) 14, 15
6b [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 6O dist.Oh 16
6c [Fe(Im)6]Cl2 6N dist.Oh 17, 18
6d [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)](OTf)2 5N, 1O dist.Oh 19
6e [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]Cl 5N, 1O dist.Oh 20, 21
6f Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)] 2N, 3O, 1O' dist.Oh 22
6g FeCl2 6Cl dist.Oh (∼D3d) 23

5 5a FeL(OAc) 3N, 2O dist. square pyr. 24
5b FeL(OBz) 3N, 2O dist. square pyr. 24
5c FeL(acac) 3N, 2O dist. square pyr. 25
5d [Fe(TMC)Br]Br 4N, 1Br ∼square pyr. 26, 27
5e [Fe(TMC)Cl](BF4) 4N, 1Cl ∼square pyr. 26, 27
5f [Fe(PMA)]Cl 5N ∼square pyr. 20, 21
5g Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)] 2N, 3O ∼square pyr. 22
5h [Fe(Me6tren)Br]Br 4N, 1Br trig. bipyr. 28
5i Fe(Me5dien)Cl2 3N, 2Cl dist. trig. bipyr. 30, 31
5j [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)](OTf)2 4N, 1N' ∼trig. bipyr. 29

4 4a (FeCl4)(NEt4) 4Cl Td 32, 33
4b Cs3FeCl5 4Cl dist.Td (∼D2d) 34
4c FeL(Cl) 3N, 1Cl dist.Td (∼C3V) 35
4d FeL(O-C6F5) 3N, 1O dist.Td 35
4e FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2) 3N, 1O dist.Td 36
4f FeL(S-C6H4-4-NO2) 3N, 1S dist.Td 36
4g FeL(S-C6H4-4-tBu) 3N, 1S dist.Td 36

Table 2. Excited-State Transition Energies and Ligand Field Splittings for 6-Coordinate Models

complex methoda obsd transitionsb,c 10Dqb ∆5Egb ref

6a [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6) MCD 9600 (+) 10800 (+) 10200 1200 7
abs 8400 10800 9600 2400 39

6b [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 MCD 9200 (+) 10800 (+) 10000 1600
abs 8700 10300 9500 1600 39

6c [Fe(Im)6]Cl2 MCD 10500 (+) 12500 (+) 11500 2000
MCDd 9500 (+) 10800 (+) 10150 1300
abs 9800 11750 10775 1950 17

6d [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)](OTf)2 MCD 11000 (+) 13000 (+) 12000 2000
MCDd 11400 (+) 12900 (+) 12150 1500

6e [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]Cl MCDd 10100 (+) 12200 (+) 11150 2100 10
6f Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)] MCDd 9200 (+) 11100 (+) 10150 1900 38
6g FeCl2 MCD 6700 (+) 7400 (+) 7050 700

abs ∼7000 ∼7000 40, 41

averagee ∼10200 ∼1800
aMCD data collected at 1.6-5 K. b Values in cm-1. c Signs of the MCD transitions are included.dData taken on solution form of sample.

eExcluding FeCl2 data.
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6C ferrous complexes with N and O ligands show two features
in the 10 000-12 000 cm-1 region, with average values of 10Dq
≈ 10 200 cm-1 and∆5Eg ≈ 1800 cm-1.
NIR MCD spectra were measured for seven 5C ferrous

complexes with approximate square pyramidal geometry (see
Figure 1, upper middle): FeL(OAc), FeL(OBz), FeL(acac), [Fe-
(TMC)Br]Br, [Fe(TMC)Cl](BF4), [Fe(PMA)]Cl, and Li[Fe-
(MeEDTrA)]. The first three are structurally similar with three
equivalent N ligands and two O ligands from a bidentate acetate,
benzoate, or acac group. One Fe-N bond is the axial direction
with the two other nitrogens at nearly 90° and the oxygens
completing the equatorial plane. The Fe-O bonds in FeL(OAc)
and FeL(OBz) are inequivalent, with one bond at∼2.23 Å and
the other at∼2.1 Å; in contrast, the Fe-O bonds in FeL(acac)
are nearly equivalent and considerably shorter at∼2.05 Å. The
[Fe(TMC)(X)]+ complexes contain four N ligands derived from
the tetradentate TMC ligand and vary in the occupation of the
fifth (axial) site. The N ligands are coplanar and the iron atom
is slightly shifted out this equatorial plane toward the axial
ligand. [Fe(PMA)]+ and [Fe(MeEDTrA)]- are versions of the
6C models lacking the sixth solvent (methanol) ligand.
The low-temperature MCD spectra of the square pyramidal

5C complexes are presented in Figure 3, and the transition
energies and splittings are summarized in Table 3 (5a-g).

(Gaussian resolutions have been omitted since the df d bands
for the 5C models do not generally overlap and transition
energies are readily identified.) FeL(OAc) (Figure 3,5a), FeL-
(OBz) (5b), and FeL(acac) (5c) show similar intense low-energy
positive features at∼5500 cm-1 and a second much weaker
transition at>10 000 cm-1, which shifts to higher energy
following the trend of OAc< OBz < acac. For weak-axial
square pyramidal complexes, the highest-energy transition is
to the dx2-y2 orbital.3 The observed trend reflects the increasing
ligand field strength within the equatorial plane, particularly
the short Fe-O bonds in FeL(acac), which drives up the energy
of the dx2-y2 orbital. The MCD spectrum of [Fe(TMC)Br]+ (5d)
shows a more intense high-energy feature centered at∼11 000
cm-1 and a weaker component which grows in at<5000 cm-1.
(The additional feature at∼8500 cm-1 is an impurity which
displays VTVH MCD behavior quantitatively different than that
of the band at∼11 000 cm-1 (vide infra).) Although the lower-
energy transition is not observed for [Fe(TMC)Cl]+ (5e), the
highest-energy df d transition is observed at∼10 200 cm-1,
an energy lower than was found for [Fe(TMC)Br]+. From the
spectrochemical series, Cl- is expected to be a stronger-field
ligand than Br-.44 Increasing the strength of the axial ligand
from Br- to Cl- will shift the metal out of the equatorial plane
and stabilize the dx2-y2 orbital, lowering the energy of this
transition for [Fe(TMC)Cl]+. Both [Fe(PMA)]+ (5f) and
[Fe(MeEDTrA)]- (5g) have mixed N and O ligation and show
two transitions at∼5100 and∼11 000 cm-1, with the low-
energy bands being more intense. Thus, in general, the square(45) Ciampolini, M.; Nardi, N.Inorg. Chem.1966, 5, 1150-1154.

Figure 2. Low-temperature (1.6-5 K, 7 T) MCD spectra of 6-coor-
dinate models: [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6) (6a), [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 (6b),
[Fe(Im)6]2+ (6c), [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+ (6d), [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]+ (6e),
[Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)]- (6f), and FeCl2 (6g). Ligand field transition
energies are marked by bars (see Table 2). The negative feature to
high energy in6a is a spin-forbidden transition;42 the high-energy
intensity marked as CT in6e is due to low-lying charge-transfer
transitions.10 An asterisk (*) indicates impurities in6f (residual starting
material).

Figure 3. Low-temperature (1.6-5 K, 7 T) MCD spectra of 5-coor-
dinate models with approximate square pyramidal geometry: FeL(OAc)
(5a), FeL(OBz) (5b), FeL(acac) (5c), [Fe(TMC)(Br)]+ (5d), [Fe(TMC)-
(Cl)]+ (5e), [Fe(PMA)]+ (5f), and [Fe(MeEDTrA)]- (5g). Ligand field
transition energies are marked by bars (see Table 3). The high-energy
intensity marked as CT in5f is due to low-lying charge-transfer
transitions.10 Asterisks (*) indicate impurities in5d,g.
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pyramidal complexes show two ligand field transitions in the
NIR region at>5000 and>10 000 cm-1 with an average
splitting of ∆5Eg ≈ 5700 cm-1.
The second group of 5C ferrous complexes studied have

approximate trigonal bipyramidal geometry (see Figure 1, lower
middle): [Fe(Me6tren)Br]Br, Fe(Me5dien)Cl2, and [Fe(trpn)-
(MeCN)](OTf)2. [Fe(Me6tren)Br]+ has one axial and three
equatorial N ligands in a tripod arrangement from the Me6tren
ligand, with Br occupying the other axial site; the metal ion
lies on a crystallographicC3 axis and has effectiveC3V site
symmetry. [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)]2+ is similar to the previous model
but contains one additional carbon in the arms of the tetradentate
tripod ligand, which causes a moderate degree of disorder in
the crystal structure.29 Fe(Me5dien)Cl2 has only a partial tripod
ligand providing one axial and two equatorial N ligands; Cl
ligands occupy the remaining axial and equatorial sites to
complete the coordination sphere.
Figure 4 shows the low-temperature NIR MCD spectra of

these 5C complexes, and the transition energies and splittings
are summarized in Table 3 (5h-j ). [Fe(Me6tren)Br]+ (Figure
4, 5h) and Fe(Me5dien)Cl2 (5i) show a single MCD transition
at 9500 and 8600 cm-1, respectively, in good agreement with
the absorption spectra for these complexes. The absorption
spectra indicate a second band to lower energy at<4000 cm-1

for both models; however, these transitions are not observed in

MCD due to the range of the instrument. Thus, the excited-
state splitting for these complexes is large,>5000 cm-1. The
spectrum of [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)]2+ (5j) shows three bands which
are centered at∼5000,∼8500, and 11 500 cm-1. The lowest-
energy transition shows temperature-independentB-term be-
havior, rather than the usual temperature-dependentC-term
behavior associated with high-spin ferrous sites (vide infra),
indicating that this feature is due to a diamagnetic impurity.
The spectra from different preparations of [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)]2+

show different intensity ratios between the∼8500 and 11 500
cm-1 bands, with the higher-energy band 5-10 times more
intense. The VTVH MCD data at∼8500 cm-1 fit to different
ground-state parameters than for the 11 500 cm-1 band (see
section B), indicating different ground states and hence different
species. Therefore, the weak feature at 8500 cm-1 is likely
due to a small paramagnetic impurity and the 11 500 cm-1 band
arises from the [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)]2+ chromophore. This 11 500
cm-1 band, which corresponds to the transition to the dz2 orbital,
is at significantly higher energy than for the other trigonal
bipyramidal models. This can be attributed to a stronger axial
bond in [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)]2+ compared to the relatively long
axial bond in [Fe(Me6tren)Br]+ (Fe-Br ) 2.5 Å) which
destabilizes the dz2 orbital. Therefore, while most trigonal
bipyramidal ferrous models are weak-axial systems which show
one ligand field transition at<10 000 cm-1, strong-axial systems
can show a band at>10 000 cm-1. The second lower-energy
ligand field transition for trigonal bipyramidal geometry is
expected at<5000 cm-1 and cannot be observed in the MCD
spectra due to the instrument cutoff.
NIR MCD spectra were measured for seven 4C ferrous

complexes (see Figure 1, bottom): [FeCl4](NEt4), Cs3FeCl5,
FeL(Cl), FeL(O-C6F5), FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2), FeL(S-C6H4-4-
NO2), and FeL(S-C6H4-4-tBu). The first two models have
tetrahedral geometries, with aD2d distortion of the [FeCl4]2-

center in Cs3FeCl5. The five FeL(X) compounds have similar
structures, containing three N ligands with bond distances of
∼2.00-2.13 Å. The models vary in the occupation and
orientation of the fourth ligand site. FeL(Cl) has approximately
C3V site symmetry with the 2.2 Å Fe-Cl bond∼1° off the
normal to the plane of the three nitrogens. In FeL(O-C6F5),
the Fe-O bond is contracted at 1.84 Å and oriented∼11° off
the normal to the plane of the Ns. This angle increases to∼21°
for FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2), which has a similarly short 1.88 Å
Fe-O bond, giving a much more distorted geometry for this
complex. Both FeL(S-C6H4-4-R′) models have shorter Fe-N

Table 3. Excited-State Transition Energies and Ligand Field Splittings for 5-Coordinate Models

complex methoda obsd transitionsb,c 10Dqb ∆5Egb ref

5a FeL(OAc) MCD 5500 (+) 10700 (+) 8100 5200
abs ∼5600 ∼10800 8200 5200

5b FeL(OBz) MCD 5600 (+) 11550 (+) 8575 5950
abs ∼5600 ∼10800 8200 5200

5c FeL(acac) MCD 5400 (+) 13500 (+) 9450 8100
5d [Fe(TMC)Br]Br MCDd <5000 (+) 11000 (+) >6000

MCD n.o. 11100 (+) >6000
5e [Fe(TMC)Cl](BF4) MCD n.o. 10200 (-) >5000
5f [Fe(PMA)]Cl MCD 5100 (+) 11200 (+) 8150 6100 10
5g Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)] MCD 5050 (+) 10220 (-) 7635 5170 38
5h [Fe(Me6tren)Br]Br MCD n.o. 9500 (+) >5000

abs 3800 9800 6000 45
5i Fe(Me5dien)Cl2 MCD n.o. 8600 (-) >5000

abs <4000 8400 >4500 30
5j [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)](OTf)2 MCD n.o. 11500 (+) >5000

average ∼5700
aMCD data collected at 1.6-5 K. b Values in cm-1. c Signs of the MCD transitions are included. n.o.) not observed.dData taken on solution

form of sample.

Figure 4. Low-temperature (1.6-5 K, 7 T) MCD spectra of 5-coor-
dinate models with approximate trigonal bipyramidal geometry: [Fe-
(Me6tren)Br]+ (5h), Fe(Me5dien)Cl2 (5i), and [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)]2+ (5j).
Ligand field transition energies are marked by bars (see Table 3). For
spectrum5j, an asterisk (*) marks a band due to a diamagnetic impurity,
and a dagger (†) indicates a small paramagnetic impurity (see text).
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bonds with the metal closer to the equatorial plane and∼2.3 Å
Fe-S bonds that are oriented∼3° (R′ ) NO2) and∼5° (R′ )
tBu) off the normal to the Ns plane.
The MCD transition energies and splittings for the 4C models

are summarized in Table 4. (Gaussian resolutions are provided
in the Supporting Information.) The MCD spectra of the
[FeCl4]2- models (not given) show the tail of their ligand field
transitions at the low-energy cutoff of the instrument,<4700
cm-1, and absorption spectra place this5T2 f 5E transition at
∼4000 cm-1. The distorted 4C complexes with predominantly
stronger-field N ligands show df d transitions shifted to higher
energy (Figure 5). The spectrum of FeL(Cl) (Figure 5,4c)
shows two features centered at∼6300 cm-1 which are split by
a small amount,∼700 cm-1. Replacing Cl with O causes 10Dq
(Td) to shift to higher energy,∼7200 cm-1 for FeL(O-C6F5)
(4d) and∼8200 cm-1 for FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2) (4e), as expected
for the increased ligand field strength of O vs Cl. The splitting
between the two bands has also increased relative to FeL(Cl)
to ∼1360 cm-1 for FeL(O-C6F5) and∼2900 cm-1 for FeL-

(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2). This excited-state splitting likely reflects the
increased distortion of the site as the Fe-X angle to the normal
of the Ns plane increases from∼1° (Cl) to ∼11° (O-C6F5) to
∼21° (O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2). The FeL(S-C6H4-4-R′) models (4f,g)
have nearly identical low-energy bands at∼5600 cm-1 and a
second transition at∼6600 cm-1 (R′ ) NO2) and∼7550 cm-1

(R′ ) tBu). Although the N-Fe-S angles are similar for the
two complexes, the energy of the second transition is likely
influenced by the substituent on the aromatic ring bound to the
sulfur ligand. The higher 10Dq value for the FeL(O-R) models
relative to the FeL(S-C6H4-4-R′) complexes indicates a strong
ligand field at the iron site which is attributed to the significantly
short∼1.9 Å Fe-O bonds relative to the weaker Fe-S bonds.
Thus the 4C ferrous complexes generally show one to two
transitions centered at 10Dq ≈ 7000 cm-1 and split by 700-
3000 cm-1.
One striking feature in the MCD spectra of the ferrous model

complexes is the fact that the signs of the MCD transitions are
mostly positive. The spectra for the 6C models show only
positive MCD bands, as do all of those for the distorted 4C
models. Although the entire low-energy band for [FeCl4]2- is
not observed, it appears that the sign of this MCD transition is
negative. Of the 5C models studied, all of the MCD bands are
positively signed except for the highest-energy ligand field
transition for [Fe(TMC)Cl]+ (5e), [Fe(MeEDTrA)]- (5g), and
Fe(Me5dien)Cl2 (5i).
B. Saturation Magnetization and Ground-State Ligand

Field Splittings. At low temperatures, MCD spectra are
dominated byC-terms, whose intensity derives from the
differential population between Zeeman-split subcomponents of
a degenerate ground state.47,48 As the magnetic field (H)
increases and/or the temperature (T) decreases, the population
of the lowest-energy component grows and the MCD intensity
increases until the ground-state population is maximized, at
which point the intensity saturates. This saturation magnetiza-
tion behavior is probed by measuring the MCD intensity at a
range of fields and a series of fixed temperatures. VTVH MCD
data for a representative ferrous model of each coordination type
(6b for distorted octahedral,5b for square pyramidal,5h for
trigonal bipyramidal, and4c for distorted tetrahedral) are shown
in Figure 6. (The data for complexes6c,d, 5a,c,d,j , and4d,e,f,g
are shown in the Supporting Information.) For each example,
the field or temperature dependence of the MCD spectrum is
presented, and the VTVH MCD data collected at the indicated
wavelengths have been normalized and plotted vsâH/2kT and
vs 1/kT, whereâ is the Bohr magneton andk is Boltzmann’s

(46) Furlani, C.; Cervone, E.; Valenti, V.J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem.1963,
25, 159-163.

(47) Buckingham, A. D.; Stephens, P. J.Annu. ReV. Phys. Chem.1966,
17, 399-432.

(48) Piepho, S. B.; Schatz, P. N.Group Theory in Spectroscopy with
Applications to Magnetic Circular Dichroism; John Wiley & Sons: New
York, 1983.

Table 4. Excited-State Transition Energies and Ligand Field Splittings for 4-Coordinate Models

complex methoda obsd transitionsb,c 10Dqb ES splittingb ref

4a [FeCl4](NEt4) MCD <4700 (-)
MCDd <4700 (-)
abs 4060 ∼4000 46

4b Cs3FeCl5 MCD <4700 (-)
4c FeL(Cl) MCD 5930 (+) 6650 (+) 6290 720
4d FeL(O-C6F5) MCD 6490 (+) 7850 (+) 7170 1360
4e FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2) MCD 6700 (+) 9610 (+) 8155 2910
4f FeL(S-C6H4-4-NO2) MCD 5590 (+) 6600 (+) 6095 1010
4g FeL(S-C6H4-4-tBu) MCD 5670 (+) 7550 (+) 6610 1880

averagee ∼7000 ∼1600
aMCD data collected at 1.6-5 K. b Values in cm-1. c Signs of the MCD transitions are included.dData taken on solution form of sample.

eExcluding [FeCl4]2- data.

Figure 5. Low-temperature (1.6-5 K, 7 T) MCD spectra of 4-coor-
dinate models: FeL(Cl) (4c), FeL(O-C6F5) (4d), FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2)
(4e), FeL(S-C6H4-4-NO2) (4f), and FeL(S-C6H4-4-tBu) (4g). Ligand
field transition energies are marked by bars (see Table 4). Spectra of
the [FeCl4]2- models (4a,b) have been omitted since just the tails of
the MCD transitions are observed due to the instrument cutoff at∼4700
cm-1.
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constant. The saturation magnetization data for the ferrous
models, which are non-Kramers (integer spin) ions, display
nested isotherms, that is the data plotted vsâH/2kT do not
superimpose. The data plotted vs 1/kT in Figure 6 reveal that
the saturated intensity increases nonlinearly with increasing field,
indicating an unusual field dependence of the MCD intensity
associated with the lowest component of the ground state. This
behavior is interpreted in terms of the magnetic field dependence
of the zero-field-split ground-state sublevels.
For systems with-ZFS (D < 0), the non-KramersMS) (2

doublet is lowest in energy. In the absence of a magnetic field,
a rhombic distortion causes the doublet to split by an amountδ
and mixes the wave functions to produce|X〉 ) (|+2〉 + |-2〉)/
x2 and |Y〉 ) (|+2〉 - |-2〉)/x2 (Figure 7, left). When a
magnetic field is applied, the components of theMS ) (2
doublet are further split due to the Zeeman effect and the wave
functions change in a nonlinear fashion, approaching pure|+2〉
and|-2〉 at high magnetic field, as shown in Figure 7 (left). It
is this nonlinear field dependence of the wave functions that
accounts for the observed nested saturation magnetization
behavior, and simulations show that the magnitude ofδ is
directly proportional to the degree of nesting.3 For +ZFS
systems (D > 0), the singletMS) 0 sublevel is lowest in energy
with theMS ) (1 doublet atD cm-1 above (Figure 7, right).
When a magnetic field is applied parallel to the molecularz-axis,
the energy of the ground-stateMS ) 0 level is independent of

field; thus, one expects no MCD intensity at low temperatures
when only theC-term-inactiveMS ) 0 sublevel is populated
and nonzeroC-term intensity at higher temperatures as theMS

) (1 doublet becomes thermally populated. However, this type
of behavior is not observed in the VTVH MCD data collected
for 19 ferrous models complexes. When a magnetic field is

Figure 6. VTVH MCD data for selected ferrous models. Top left: [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 (6b), temperature dependence of the MCD spectrum
at 7 T and VTVH MCD data (•) collected at 1100 nm (arrow). Top right: FeL(OBz) (5b), temperature dependence of the MCD spectrum at 7 T
and VTVH MCD data (•) collected at 1800 nm (arrow). Bottom right: [Fe(Me6tren)Br]+ (5h), field dependence of the MCD spectrum at 4.2 K and
VTVH MCD data (•) collected at 1050 nm (arrow). Bottom left: FeL(Cl) (4c), field dependence of the MCD spectrum at 5 K and VTVH MCD
data (•) collected at 1740 nm (arrow). VTVH MCD data were collected at the indicated temperatures and at fields from 0 to 7 T in 0.7 Tincrements
for 6b, 5b, and4c and in 1.0 T increments for5h. Fits (lines) to the VTVH MCD data were generated by the parameters in Table 5. Error bars are
equal to or smaller than the symbol size used.

Figure 7. Zeeman splittings of the ground-state sublevels of anS)
2 non-Kramers system. For-ZFS (left), theMS) (2 components are
split by a rhombic distortion (δ) into the wave functions|X〉 ) (|+2〉
+ |-2〉)/x2 and|Y〉 ) (|+2〉 - |-2〉)/x2; application of a magnetic
field further splits the doublet with ag ≈ 8 and causes the wave
functions to mix in a nonlinear fashion. For+ZFS (right), the Zeeman
effect withH ⊥ Z couples theMS ) 0 and one component of theMS

) (1 with a g ≈ 8, producing a temperature-dependent nonlinear
B-term. The effective ground-state splitting is expected to be larger
for +ZFS than for-ZFS.
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applied perpendicular toZ, theMS) 0 andMS) (1 sublevels
interact through an off-axis Zeeman effect,3 as shown for the
case ofH||Y in Figure 7 (right). TheMS ) 0 and one partner
of theMS ) (1 act as a pseudo-doublet with ag ≈ 8, while
the other partner ofMS ) (1 is nearly independent of field
and can be approximated as aC-term-inactive singlet excited
state (see Figure 7, right). The predicted VTVH MCD behavior
for this “three-level model” is qualitatively similar to that of
-ZFS with very largeδ, since the ground-state ZFS is nowD
cm-1 (2(D2 + 3E2)1/2 - D - 3E cm-1 with rhombic ZFS),
which is generally much larger thanδ.3,7 Thus analysis of the
VTVH MCD data allows one to distinguish the sign of the
ZFS: +ZFS systems are readily recognized by the large splitting
of the ground-state doublet combined with the presence of a
low-lying C-term-silent singlet excited state.
Quantitative analysis of the VTVHMCD data (intensity, field,

temperature) for ferrous systems allows one to extract ground-
state sublevel splittings and effectiveg values, as well as to
determine the polarization of a transition. The MCDC-term
orientation averaged intensity expression for a non-Kramers
doublet ground state withxy-polarized transitions has been
described previously.5 This equation has recently been ex-
panded to include+ZFS ground states.3,7 We have now derived
a closed-formC-term intensity expression for non-Kramers
systems with bothxy- andz-polarized transitions, analogous to
the equation developed for Kramers systems.49,50 The complete
non-Kramers MCD intensity expression includingz-polarization
and singlet and doublet excited states, along with linear,

temperature-independentB-terms is given in eq 1. (The

derivation is included in the Supporting Information.)θ is the
angle between the magnetic field and the molecularzaxis,Asatlimi
is theC-term intensity scaling factor,g⊥i ) gx,y is fixed at either
0 (noz-polarization) or 1 (includingz-polarization),3 (Mz/Mxy)i
is the polarization ratio,Bi/m is theB-term, andEi/m is the energy
of each doubleti and each singletm (E0 ≡ 0 cm-1); Ri, γi, and
ηmare Boltzmann population terms.51 For systems with-ZFS,
δ is the spitting of theMS) (2 doublet, and for+ZFS systems,
“δ” ) 2(D2 + 3E2)1/2 - D - 3E is the splitting ofMS) 0 and
one component ofMS ) (1 sublevels.
The complete MCD intensity expression in eq 1 has been

applied to the saturation magnetization data for the ferrous
models to extract ground-state spin-Hamiltonian parameters (δ
andg| for -ZFS andD andE for +ZFS52), and the results are
given in Table 5. Contributions from linear, temperature-
independentB-terms are generally small, less than∼1%, and
most of the data for the models listed in Table 5 are well
described by the-ZFS splitting model forC-term intensity.
The data for four complexes are fit by the+ZFS three-level
model: [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6), which is known to have+ZFS,54-56
[Fe(MeEDTrA)]-, and the two FeL(S-C6H4-4-R′) models (4f,g).

(49) Schatz, P. N.; Mowery, R. L.; Krausz, E. R.Mol. Phys.1978, 35,
1537-1557.

(50) Bennett, D. E.; Johnson, M. K.Biochim. Biophys. Acta1987, 911,
71-80.

(51) Note that the Boltzmann factors for theB-terms differ from that
for theC-term because field-induced mixing is much greater for perpen-
dicular fields; therefore, the Zeeman splitting will be governed byg⊥, which
is very small forS) 2 systems (see ref 3).

(52) For a+ZFS system,E ) (ES - δ/2)/6 and+D ) (δ/3) + E +
2/3[δ2 + 6δE]1/2, whereδ is the zero-field splitting of the pseudodoublet
ground state andES is the energy of the singlet excited state using the three-
level model. For a-ZFS system,D andE are calculated fromE ) (δ/6)
+ 1/3[(δ2/2+ δES]1/2 and-D ) E+ (ES/3)- (δ/6), whereδ is the rhombic
ZFS of theMS ) (2 ground state andES is the energy of a singlet excited
state used to approximate the lower-energy component of theMS ) (1
excited state.

(53) These data have been refit from the original reference (ref 38) using
the+ZFS model and the updated fitting results are shown here. (54) Jackson, L. C.Philos. Mag.1959, 4, 269-272.

Table 5. VTVH MCD Fitting Parameters and Ground-State Spin-Hamiltonian and Ligand Field Parameters for Fe2+ Models

complex δa g| Mz/Mxy
b B-termc (%) ESd De Ee |E/D| ∆a |V|a |V/2∆| ref

6a [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6) 10.0 8 s <1 11 +12.0 0.7 0.06 +500 80 0.08 7
6b [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 6.7 8.7 s 0.8 38 s s s 200 130 0.33
6c [Fe(Im)6]Cl2f 4.6 9.1 -0.15 1.1 26 s s s -500 300 0.30
6d [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)](OTf)2f 3.3 8.7 -0.09 0.7 23 s s s 1000 670 0.33
6e [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]Clf 2.4 9.0 s 0.2 s s s s -950 450 0.24 10
6f Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)(MeOH)]f 4.4 9.3 -0.7 s 30 s s s -400 180 0.22 38
5a FeL(OAc) 4.0 8.7 s 1.0 21 s s s 800 530 0.33
5b FeL(OBz) 3.5 8.8 -0.12 0.5 40 s s s 800 530 0.33
5c FeL(acac) 0.6 9.3 -0.09 0.3 44 s s s -2000 320 0.08
5d [Fe(TMC)Br]Brf 1.0 9.0 s 0.7 40 s s s -1700 550 0.16
5f [Fe(PMA)]Cl 3.3 8.5 s 4.7 s s s s 900 600 0.33 10
5g Li[Fe(MeEDTrA)] 4.0 8 s 4.8 10 +7.3 1.3 0.18 +1000 440 0.22 38, 53
5h [Fe(Me6tren)Br]Br 1.5 8.6 s 0.1 40 (-D)
5j [Fe(trpn)(MeCN)](OTf)2 1.4 9.0 s 0.3 44 (-D)
4c FeL(Cl) 2.0 8.9 -0.15 0.6 52 -20.8 3.8 0.18
4d FeL(O-C6F5) 1.3 8.8 s 0.4 36 -14.3 2.5 0.18
4e FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2) 1.2 8.5 s 0.5 25 -10.2 2.0 0.20
4f FeL(S-C6H4-4-NO2) 6.2 8 s 0.3 19 +12.5 2.7 0.21
4g FeL(S-C6H4-4-tBu) 6.8 8 s 0.6 16 +11.9 2.0 0.17

a Values in cm-1. b Value ofMz /Mxywith g⊥ fixed at 1.0;z-polarization has been included only if the fit quality significantly improved.cReported
as a percentage of theC-term intensity scaling factorAsatlim. d Energy of a singlet excited state (in cm-1) above the centered energy of the ground-
state doublet.e D andE (cm-1) obtained using anS) 2 spin Hamiltonian.52 f Data taken on solution form of sample.
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The results in Table 5 show relatively small polarization ratios,
indicating that the ferrous df d transitions are primarilyxy-
polarized. Although small,z-polarization contributions are
important to include since they affect the magnitude ofg| and
often greatly improve the goodness of fit. Theg| values
obtained fall in a narrow range of 8.0-9.3. Error analysis of
the fits and simulations3 show that the VTVH MCD data are
most sensitive to the value ofδ, which ranges from<1 to∼10
cm-1 (the latter for+ZFS).
The value ofδ is found to be larger for 6C complexes (Table

5, top), generallyδ > 4 cm-1, than for 5C complexes (Table 5,
middle), correlating with the larger nesting observed experi-
mentally for 6C relative to 5C models (Figure 6). Theδ values
for the [Fe(H2O)6]2+ complexes obtained through the VTVH
MCD analysis agree with ground-state splittings determined by
far-IR spectroscopies:δ ) 9.9 cm-1 for [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6)55 and
δ ) 6.4-6.7 cm-1 for [Fe(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2.57 There are
two 6C models which deviate from the general trend ofδ > 4
cm-1, both of which have at least one strong-field ligand at the
ferrous site: [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]+, which has a short Fe-
pyrimidine bond, and [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+, which has five
pyridine ligands. In contrast to the largeδ values observed for
the 6C models, the 5C complexes show smaller ground-state
splittings with δ < 4 cm-1. Four of the square pyramidal
complexes haveδ values in the 3-4 cm-1 range, while two
show much smaller values,δ ) 0.6 cm-1 for FeL(acac) andδ
) 1.0 cm-1 for [Fe(TMC)Br]+. All of the trigonal bipyramidal
5C models were found to have smallδ values,δ < 2 cm-1.
The 4C models (Table 5, bottom) show either a small degree
of nesting and-ZFS (δ < 2 cm-1) or rather large nesting (δ >
6 cm-1) and+ZFS (D ≈ +12 cm-1). The largerδ values are
found for the two FeL(S-C6H4-4-R′) models, while smallδ
values are seen for FeL(Cl) and both FeL(O-R) models, which
have strong axial Fe-X bonds.
For the 6C and square pyramidal 5C complexes, the ground-

state spin-Hamiltonian parameters obtained from the saturation
magnetization analysis can be used to determine the orbital
splittings of the5T2g ground state. The triply orbitally degener-
ate5T2g state is split by an axial ZFS distortion,∆ ≡ E(dxz,yz)
- E(dxy), and a rhombic distortion,V ≡ E(dxz) - E(dyz), as
depicted in Scheme 1. When∆ is negative, the5E (dxz,dyz) state
is lowest, indicating a weak axial direction which corresponds
to -ZFS; conversely, a positive value of∆ indicates a strong
axial system and+ZFS. Because the5T2g state has both spin
and orbital degeneracy, a spin Hamiltonian is not adequate to
describe the sublevel splittings. Instead, a5T2g Hamiltonian3,5

must be used which includes spin-orbit coupling (λ) along with
axial and rhombic ZFS and Zeeman effects, as given in eq 2.58

For systems with-ZFS, solutions of eq 2 are used to obtain

graphs which relateδ and g| to the ligand field splitting
parameters-∆ and|V/2∆|.3,5 From these results, the effective
g| value is expected to fall between 8 and 10 andδ is limited
to e7 cm-1. For systems with+ZFS, the VTVH MCD fit
results are used to obtain+D and |E|, which in turn relate to
+∆ andV. (See ref 3 for further details.)
This methodology has been applied to the 6C and 5C ferrous

model complexes to obtain ground-state t2g orbital splittings,
which are also included in Table 5. The sign of the ZFS is
given unless the system is at the rhombic limit (|V/2∆| ) 0.33).
In general, the 6C complexes, which have largeδ values, show
a small splitting of the t2g orbitals regardless of the sign of the
ZFS, |∆| < 500 cm-1. Exceptions occur for [Fe(PMA)-
(MeOH)]+ and [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+, which have large∆ values,
corresponding with the unusually smallδ values. Conversely,
the square pyramidal 5C complexes, which have smallerδ
values, show larger t2g orbital splittings,|∆| > 800 cm-1. The
magnitude of-∆ is largest for FeL(acac) and [Fe(TMC)Br]+,
which have axial splitting patterns (small|V/2∆| values), and
smaller for the remaining square pyramidal models which have
rhombic splitting patterns (|V/2∆| ≈ 0.33).
For trigonal bipyramidal 5C ferrous sites withC3V symmetry,

the orbital ground state is the doubly degenerate5E (dxz,dyz) state,
with the5E (dxy,dx2-y2) and5A1 (dz2) states above, corresponding
to-ZFS.59,60 Experimentally, the VTVHMCD data for trigonal
bipyramidal complexes are well described by the-ZFS non-
Kramers doublet model andδ values are small,δ < 2 cm-1.
While δ is a measure of the rhombic ZFS of the site and
increases with increasing rhombicity, the origin of the small
magnitude ofδ for the trigonal bipyramidal case lies in the
spin-orbit coupling interactions. From ref 3, in-state spin-
orbit coupling within the5E (dxz,dyz) ground state splits the
sublevels into five doublets, and a rhombic distortion further
splits these into two sets of five, the lowest-energy set having
a doublet-doublet-singlet (negative ZFS) pattern. Out-of-state
spin-orbit coupling from the ground state to both the5E and
5A1 excited states removes the degeneracy of the lowest-energy
non-Kramers doublet so that these two components are split by
a small amount,δ. Because the states involved in out-of-state
spin-orbit coupling with the ground state are at higher energy
for trigonal bipyramidal complexes (generally∼3000 and
∼9000 cm-1)44,61 than for square pyramidal complexes (|∆| ≈
800-2000 cm-1), this effect is calculated to be small, and thus
δ is generally smaller for trigonal bipyramidal than for square
pyramidal geometry.
In the case of 4C geometry, the5E (dx2-y2, dz2) state is lowest

in energy with the triply degenerate5T2 (dxz, dyz, dxy) state at
10Dq (Td) above. Because the5E (dx2-y2, dz2) ground state has
no orbital angular momentum, anS) 2 spin Hamiltonian62 is
appropriate to describe the sublevel splittings. From the values
of D in Table 5, both-ZFS and+ZFS ground states are
observed experimentally for the 4C models. In the case of
tetragonally distorted sites, the sign of the ZFS corresponds to
an elongation or a compression alongz via a D2d distortion
pathway: elongation produces a dx2-y2 ground state and-ZFS
and compression gives a dz2 ground state and+ZFS.63 Most

(55) Champion, P. M.; Sievers, A. J.J. Chem. Phys.1977, 66, 1819-
1825.

(56) Gnezdilov, V. P.; Eremenko, V. V.; Peschanskii, A. V.; Fomin, V.
I. Fiz. Nizk. Temp. (KieV) 1991, 17, 253-258.

(57) Doerfler, R.; Allan, G. R.; Davis, B. W.; Pidgeon, C. R.; Vass, A.
J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys.1986, 19, 3005-3011.

(58) There is a typographical error in the earlier references for this
equation (refs 3 and 5).

(59) Furlani, C.Coord. Chem. ReV. 1968, 3, 141-167.
(60) Wood, J. S.Prog. Inorg. Chem.1972, 16, 277-486.
(61) Ciampolini, M.Struct. Bonding1969, 6, 52-93.
(62) Abragam, A.; Bleaney, B.Electron Paramagnetic Resonance of

Transition Ions; Dover Publications: New York, 1986.
(63) Varret, F.; Hartmann-Boutron, F.Ann. Phys.1968, 3, 157-168.
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of the 4C models in this study have trigonal distortions arising
from the presence of one unique strong or weak ligand which
defines the trigonal axis: FeL(Cl) (4c) and the FeL(O-R)
complexes (4d,e) have strong axial interactions and-ZFS
experimentally, while the FeL(S-C6H4-4-R′) models (4f,g) have
weaker axial strengths and+ZFS. From ligand field calcula-
tions, application of a strong-axial trigonal distortion to tetra-
hedral geometry does not remove the degeneracy of the5E
ground state, as expected from group theory, but the wave
function descriptions change, approaching (dx2-y2′, dxy′) due to
the increased interaction alongz′ (the prime indicates quantiza-
tion along the trigonal axis). When a small rhombic perturbation
as is appropriate for these 4C models is applied, the ground-
state orbital degeneracy is lifted. Inclusion of spin-orbit
coupling over all quintet states in the strong-axial case splits
theMS sublevels so that an isolated doublet is lowest in energy
with primarilyMS) (2 character. This corresponds to-ZFS
as is found experimentally for the strong-axial models,4c-e.
Application of a weak-axial trigonal distortion shifts the5E
ground-state wave function descriptions toward (dxz′, dyz′) due
to a stabilization alongz′. Inclusion of a small rhombic
perturbation and second-order spin-orbit coupling (to the5T2
low-symmetry-split excited-state components) produces a ground-
state splitting pattern in which the two lowest-energy sublevels
are split by a large amount with a third sublevel close in energy.
Rotation of theD̃ tensor to be alongy′ shows that the lowest
two sublevels act as anMS ) (2 pseudodoublet. This larger
splitting and off-axis field behavior corresponds to+ZFS and
correlates with the experimental data for the weak-axial FeL-
(S-C6H4-4-R′) models. Thus, the sign of the ZFS for trigonally
distorted 4C ferrous sites is correlated with the strength of the
axial interaction and provides information about the nature of
the ground-state orbital which contains the redox-active electron.

Discussion

Ferrous active sites have previously been the least spectro-
scopically accessible form of the non-heme iron enzymes, yet
the study of these sites is of critical importance as they play
major roles in oxygen and substrate activation. In this study,
we have used MCD spectroscopy applied to a wide range of
mononuclear ferrous model complexes to obtain a rigorous
correlation of excited-state spectral features and ground-state
electronic structure with the geometric structure of a ferrous
site. NIR MCD has been used to observe ligand field transi-
tions, which correspond to the energies of the excited-state

d-orbitals. VTVH MCD spectroscopy has been used to
determine the sign of the zero-field splitting, to calculate ground-
state spin-Hamiltonian parameters, and in the case of 6C and
square pyramidal 5C sites, to obtain the ligand field splitting
of the t2g orbitals of the ground state. For trigonal bipyramidal
5C and distorted tetrahedral 4C sites, the VTVH MCD data
give insight into the5E ground states. Combining these data
produces an energy level diagram for the d-orbitals, and Figure
8 shows these diagrams for the ferrous complexes studied.
Ligand field theory has been used to provide a general model

for correlating the excited-state splittings with the geometry of
a given ferrous center.3,6 Examination of the NIR MCD spectra
collected for a wide range of ferrous models verifies the general
ligand field trends and lends insight into why these trends occur.
Experimentally, the 6C distorted octahedral ferrous models with
N and O ligation (Figure 8, left) show two transitions centered
at 10Dq (Oh) ≈ 10 200 cm-1 and split by an average value of
∆5Eg ≈ 1800 cm-1. Square pyramidal 5C models (Figure 8,
middle) have a larger average excited-state splitting,∆5Eg ≈
5700 cm-1 and show two transitions at>10 000 and>5000
cm-1. The 5C trigonal bipyramidal models (Figure 8, middle
right) also have a large excited-state splitting,>5000 cm-1, but
show only one transition generally<10 000 cm-1, and the
second transition is below the range of the NIR MCD instrument
(<4700 cm-1). 4C tetrahedral models show one transition at
<5000 cm-1, and distorted tetrahedral 4C models with pre-
dominantly N and O ligation (Figure 5, right) show two
transitions at an average value of 10Dq (Td) ≈ 7000 cm-1 with
excited-state splittings of<3000 cm-1. The origin of these
trends can be understood in terms of the ligand field effects
associated with the geometric structure of the ferrous site.
The small excited-state splitting for 6C sites is due to nearly

equal ligand fields in thex, y, andz directions for a distorted
octahedral complex. [Fe(H2O)6](SiF6) (Figure 8,6a) shows the
smallest MCD excited-state splitting,∆5Eg ) 1200 cm-1, which
arises from the fact that the hexaaquo ferrous ion in the
fluorosilicate lattice has only a slightD3d distortion fromOh.14,64

In contrast, the hexaaquo ferrous ion site in Tutton’s salt, [Fe-
(H2O)6](NH4)2(SO4)2 (6b), is more distorted16 and consequently
has a larger excited-state splitting,∆5Eg ) 1600 cm-1. Removal
of a ligand from an octahedral site to produce a 5C square
pyramidal geometry causes the ligand field interactions along
z to be significantly different than alongx,y, and so, the square

(64) Hamilton, C. L.; Scott, R. A.; Johnson, M. K.J. Biol. Chem.1989,
264, 11605-11613.

Figure 8. Experimental d-orbital energy level diagrams for 6C (left), 5C (middle), and 4C (right) models obtained through combining the excited-
state transition energies and the ground-state ligand field analysis results from Table 5. (See Table 1 for compound names.) The5E ground state
for trigonal bipyramidal 5C and distorted tetrahedral 4C sites are also split (by<1000 cm-1 from ligand field calculations); however, these splittings
are not indicated as they are not determined from experiment.
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pyramidal complexes show a much larger average excited-state
splitting than do the 6C models. The position of the highest-
energy transition reflects metal-ligand σ-interactions in the
equatorial plane of the square pyramidal site: stronger equatorial
interactions will destabilize dx2-y2 and increase the energy of
the transition to this orbital, as illustrated by the high energy of
this band for FeL(acac) (Figure 8,5c). In contrast, weaker
equatorial interactions which lower dx2-y2 are coupled with
stronger axial metal-ligand interactions which increase the
energy of dz2 so that the excited-state splitting is reduced, as
seen for FeL(OAc) (Figure 8,5a).
Like the square pyramidal complexes, the trigonal bipyra-

midal 5C models also show a large excited-state splitting of
>5000 cm-1. These sites are distinguished by exhibiting only
one transition in the NIR MCD spectrum at∼10 000 cm-1,
whereas a second transition at∼5000 cm-1 is observed for
square pyramidal sites. The high-energy transition, correspond-
ing to the energy of the dz2 orbital, is below 10 000 cm-1 for
two of the trigonal bipyramidal models (Figure 8,5h,i) as
predicted by ligand field theory, but lies at>10 000 cm-1 for
[Fe(trpn)(MeCN)]2+ (5j), which has a stronger Fe-Laxial
interaction than the other models. Therefore, a single transition
at >10 000 cm-1 for trigonal bipyramidal species indicates a
relatively strong metal-ligand interaction alongz. The low
energies of the ligand field transitions which are characteristic
of the 4C models (Figure 8, right) correlate with the lower 10Dq
values for tetrahedral vs octahedral sites (10Dq (Td) ) (-4/9)
10Dq (Oh) in the crystal field limit). The splitting of the t2g
excited-state orbitals varies over the series of distorted 4C
models and the larger the orbital splitting, the more distorted
the site, as seen for FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2) (Figure 8,4e). Thus,
with a few defined exceptions, the NIR MCD excited-state data
provide a set of spectroscopic guidelines for determining the
coordination number and geometry of a ferrous site and are
complemented by the information content available from the
ground-state data.
Once the geometry of the a ferrous site is known, the VTVH

MCD ground-state analysis provides supplemental geometric
and electronic structure information, which varies with coor-
dination number. The 6C ferrous models generally show large
values ofδ, δ > 4 cm-1, which are correlated with a small
ligand field splitting of the t2g d-orbitals,|∆| < 500 cm-1 (see
Figure 8, left). Additionally, the 6C models show nearly
rhombic splitting patterns,|V/2∆| ≈ 0.33, which is understood
in terms of small variations in thex, y, andz directions which
are nearly equal in a distorted octahedral complex. ([Fe(H2O)6]-
(SiF6) is the exception which has an axial ground-state splitting
pattern,|V/2∆| ) 0.08, due to the high site symmetry of the
hexaaquo ferrous ion in the host lattice (vide supra).) Given
that the t2g splittings are generally rhombic, the sign of the ZFS
reflects the energy order of these three d-orbitals,-ZFS for
the lowest-energy and middle orbitals closest in energy and
+ZFS for the middle and highest-energy orbitals closest. Thus
small changes in the geometry can shift the relative energy of
the middle orbital and reverse the sign of the ZFS. It is
important to recognize that for the near-rhombic 6C models,
the nature of the ground-state d-orbital which contains the redox-
active extra electron can be the same for both negative or
positive ZFS and the sign in these cases merely reflects small
structural differences at the site.
Two of the 6C models, [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]+ (Figure 8,6d)

and [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+ (6e) show unusually smallδ values
and correspondingly large values of|∆| ≈ 1000 cm-1. This
large splitting of the t2g orbitals is indicative of unique metal-

ligandπ-interactions at the site. In these models, the presence
of σ-donor,π-acceptor ligands at short distances from the iron
(pyrimidine in 6d and pyridine in6e) gives rise toπ-back-
bonding which significantly affects the energy of the t2g

d-orbital(s) involved. In fact, both [Fe(PMA)(MeOH)]+ and
[Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+ show moderately intense low-energy metal-
to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) transitions associated with
π-back-bonding: the absorption spectrum of [Fe(PMA)-
(MeOH)]+ shows multiple transitions at∼13 000-20 000 cm-1

(ε ≈ 2000 M-1 cm-1) which have been assigned as Fe2+ f
pyrimidine MLCT transitions,10 and [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+ shows
one MLCT transition at∼27 600 cm-1 (ε ≈ 1600 M-1 cm-1).19

The lower energy of the MLCT transitions for [Fe(PMA)-
(MeOH)]+ indicates strongerπ-back-bonding in this complex,
which is reflected in the smallerδ value (δ ) 2.4 cm-1) relative
to [Fe(PY5)(MeOH)]2+ (δ ) 3.3 cm-1). Therefore, while 6C
ferrous sites normally show a small orbital splitting of the
ground state (|∆|<∼500 cm-1), larger splittings signalπ-back-
bonding at the ferrous site (along with the presence of low-
energy charge-transfer bands), which can make a significant
contribution to reactivity.
Compared to typical 6C complexes, square pyramidal 5C sites

show smallerδ values,δ < 4 cm-1, and larger values of∆,
|∆| > ∼800 cm-1, resulting from the removal of a ligand along
z. Within this range, the square pyramidal ferrous models fall
into three categories: weak-axial, rhombic, and strong-axial.
FeL(acac) (Figure 8,5c) and [Fe(TMC)Br]+ (5d) are examples
of the weak-axial square pyramidal species, in which the metal
is only slightly shifted out of the equatorial plane. These models
have smallδ values (δ j 1 cm-1) and correspondingly large
-∆ values (|-∆| > 1500 cm-1) resulting from the weak
interaction alongz, which stabilizes dxz and dyz, and from the
metal being nearly coplanar with the equatorial ligands, which
increases the energy of dxy. As the metal is shifted out of the
equatorial plane, the M-Laxial interaction increases and the
energy of dxy is lowered so that the t2g d-orbitals are closer in
energy. This produces smaller values of|∆| as seen for FeL-
(OAc), FeL(OBz), and [Fe(PMA)]+ (Figure 8,5a,b,e), which
have|∆| ≈ 800-900 cm-1. Rhombic distortions which split
dyz from dxz are now on the order of the axial splitting so that
that the three t2g orbitals are evenly spaced, producing rhombic
splittings (|V/2∆| ≈ 0.33) for these models. If the metal is
shifted further out of the plane due to a strong axial interaction,
then dxy becomes the ground state and a+ZFS system is
produced. This is seen for [Fe(MeEDTrA)] (Table 5 and Figure
8, 5g), which is less rhombic and has a positive value of∆ ≈
+1000 cm-1. Thus, for 5C complexes, the magnitude of|∆|,
which is inversely proportional toδ, reflects the strength of the
axial Fe-L bond: large and negative∆ values indicate a weak
axial interaction, smaller values of|∆| and rhombic splitting
patterns indicate moderate-to-strong axial interactions, and
positive∆ values indicate a strong axial bond.
The ground-state analysis for the trigonal bipyramidal 5C

models shows that these are described by the-ZFS model with
smallδ values,δ < 2 cm-1. This is understood in terms of the
high energy of the orbitals involved in out-of-state spin-orbit
coupling with the ground state, E(dx2-y2, dxy) ≈ 3000-4000
cm-1, as compared to|∆| e 2000 cm-1 for square pyramidal
sites (see Figure 8, middle). Although 5C ferrous sites are often
distorted between the limits of square pyramidal and trigonal
bipyramidal geometry, it is important to recognize when the
structure of a ferrous center is strongly distorted toward the
trigonal bipyramidal limit as these sites lack an open coordina-
tion position for oxygen reaction. A strong indicator of the
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geometry of a pentacoordinate ferrous site is the energy of the
excited-state transitions, complemented by the ground-state
information. Trigonal bipyramidal geometry is clearly identified
when only a single transition is observed at<10 000 cm-1 and
δ is <2 cm-1. Likewise, a ferrous site cannot be trigonal
bipyramidal if the VTVH MCD analysis yields a+ZFS ground
state. Square pyramidal geometry is readily recognized if the
excited-state transitions lie at>5000 and>10 000 cm-1 and
the ground-state analysis yieldsδ ) 3-4 cm-1 (rhombic-type
square pyramid). Additionally, a square pyramidal-like geom-
etry is assigned whenever two transitions are observed at∼5000
and∼10 000 cm-1 since the associated lower-energy transition
for trigonal bipyramidal sites lies below the range of the NIR
MCD instrument. (The∼10 000 cm-1 band in square pyramidal
centers can shift to lower energy for strong-axial sites and will
shift to higher energy for weak-axial sites.) It is less clear as
to which site geometry is appropriate when only one transition
is observed at or above 10 000 cm-1 and the ground state has
a-ZFS pattern withδ < 2 cm-1. One possible assignment is
a strong-axial trigonal bipyramidal geometry, in which the dz2

excited state is shifted to higher energy due to the strong axial
interaction (for example,5j in Figure 8). Alternatively, a weak-
axial square-pyramidal geometry with a large excited-state
splitting and relatively low 10Dq value could cause the lower-
energy band to shift below the instrument cutoff at∼5000 cm-1

so that a single band∼10 000 cm-1 with δ < 2 cm-1 is
observed. With the exception of this case, the combination of
excited-state transition energies and ground-state analysis
provides sufficient information to recognize a 5C ferrous center
which has approximate square pyramidal vs trigonal bipyramidal
geometry and therefore an open coordination position for
potential oxygen reactivity.
Although 4C ferrous active sites have been implicated in

binuclear non-heme iron enzymes,65 they have not yet been
observed in mononuclear ferrous enzymes.66 Nevertheless, it
is important to be able to recognize the spectroscopic charac-
teristics of a tetracoordinate ferrous ion. The ground-state
analysis for the trigonally distorted 4C models shows that the
sign of the ZFS correlates with the strength of the axial ligand:
a strong axial bond produces-ZFS and a weak axial interaction
produces+ZFS. The ground-state parameters determined from
the VTVH MCD fit are similar to those obtained for other
coordination numbers; therefore, the excited-state spectral
features provide a more direct method for identifying 4C sites.
As shown in Figure 8 (right), nearly tetrahedral 4C models have
one characteristic ligand field transition at very low energy,
<5000 cm-1, and the distorted 4C models show two transitions
in the 5000-7500 cm-1 region, split by<3000 cm-1. There-
fore, 4C ferrous complexes are generally distinguishable from
6C sites, which show higher transition energies, and from 5C
sites, which have larger excited-state splittings. As the distor-
tions from tetrahedral geometry are more pronounced, the
excited-state splitting may increase so that the spectrum of a
4C site may begin to look like that of a square pyramidal 5C
site. FeL(O-C6H3-2,6-Cl2) (Figure 8,4e) is an example of this,
where the ferrous site is significantly distorted from theC3V
parent symmetry and the position of the highest-energy band is
near those observed for 5C complexes, although the smaller

excited-state splitting in this example identifies the spectrum
as resulting from a 4C species. As a tetrahedral ferrous site is
further distorted toward square planar geometry, the energies
and splitting of the two ligand field transitions increase,3,6

approaching∼8000 and∼20 000 cm-1 at the square planar
limit, and a+ZFS ground state is expected.67 Therefore, a case
may arise in which the MCD spectral features in the 5000-
13 000 cm-1 region do not clearly distinguish between a 4C
site which is strongly distorted toward the square planar limit
and a near-rhombic or strong-axial (+ZFS) square pyramidal
5C site.
Thus the VTVH MCD results have been used to develop the

information content available through the ground-state data for
each coordination type. In 6C ferrous centers, the presence of
unusually large t2g orbital splittings,|∆| ≈1000 cm-1, identifies
strongπ-back-bonding interactions, which may play a role in
the oxygen reactivity of non-heme iron enzymes.10,13 Because
6C sites generally show small t2g orbital splittings that are nearly
rhombic, the sign of the ZFS does not provide specific electronic
structure information. In contrast, the sign of the ZFS for square
pyramidal 5C sites is an important indication of the strength of
the axial bond. Weak-axial sites have-ZFS withδ < 2 cm-1

and a large t2g splitting (|-∆| > 1500 cm-1), while increasing
the axial strength produces a near-rhombic site withδ ) 3-4
cm-1 and a reduced t2g splitting (|∆| ≈ 800 cm-1) until a strong-
axial, +ZFS limit is reached. In trigonal bipyramidal 5C
centers, the ground-state sublevel splitting is small,δ < 2 cm-1,
due to the high energy of the excited states involved in out-of-
state spin-orbit coupling with the ground state, and this small
magnitude ofδ may aid in distinguishing trigonal bipyramidal
from square pyramidal geometry. For 4C ferrous centers, the
ground-state analysis has been used to correlate the sign of the
ZFS with the strength of the axial interaction in trigonally
distorted tetrahedral sites and to obtain information about the
ground-state d-orbital which contains the redox-active extra elec-
tron: a strong axial distortion produces a-ZFS system and a
ground state which is mostly (dx2-y2′, dxy′), and a weak-axial
trigonal distortion produces a+ZFS system and a (dxz′, dyz′)-
like ground state.
Finally, the data from this study provide insight into the origin

of the MCD intensity for ferrous sites. Expansion of the MCD
C-term expression shows that two perpendicular nonzero electric
dipole transition moments (Mi) are required:∆ε ) gzMxMy +
gyMxMz + gxMyMz.48,68 For axially distorted 6C or 5C ferrous
complexes, the E ground state has orbital degeneracy, as shown
in Figure 9 (left) for the case of aC4V distorted square pyramidal
site. Ligand field transitions from the dxz,yz(E) ground state to
the dz2 (A1) and dx2-y2 (B1) excited states arexy-polarized and
should therefore exhibit nonzeroC-term (andA-term) intensity.
From the experimental MCD data, one finds that the orbital
degeneracy of the ground state is removed due to rhombic
distortions (δ * 0) for all of the model complexes studied.
Considering a rhombically distorted square pyramidal site with
C2V symmetry69 (Figure 9, right), transitions from the dyz (B2)
ground state to the dz2 and dx2-y2 orbitals are electric dipole
allowed only in they direction. Without a second perpendicular
transition moment, these transition will show noC-term
intensity. However, transitions from the first excited state, dxz

(B1), to dz2 and dx2-y2 are electric dipole allowed in thex direction(65) Pulver, S. C.; Tong, W. H.; Bollinger, J. M.; Stubbe, J.; Solomon,
E. I. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1995, 117, 12664-12678.

(66) There is one crystal structure of the non-heme enzyme soybean
lipoxygenase-1 which describes the ferrous active site as 4C (Boyington et
al. Science1993, 260, 1482). However, spectroscopic studies11 and a recent
low-temperature crystal structure at higher resolution (Minor et al.
Biochemistry1996, 35, 10687) indicate that an additional water ligand is
also likely present in the 4C structure.

(67) Burns, R. G.; Clark, M. G.; Stone, A. J.Inorg. Chem.1966, 5,
1268-1272.

(68) Thomson, A. J.; Cheesman, M. R.; George, S. J.Methods Enzymol.
1993, 226, 199-232.
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degeneracy is lifted, butx and y transform as different irreducible
representations.
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(Figure 9, right). Out-of-state spin-orbit coupling between the
dyz and dxz orbitals will introduce somex-polarization into the
y-polarized transitions from the ground state, thereby allowing
for nonzeroC-term intensity. (Transitions from the dxy orbital
are electric dipole forbidden in this point group.) Thus spin-
orbit coupling between the rhombically split components of the
orbital ground state provides for the observedC-term inten-
sity.70,71 This is a different spin-orbit coupling mechanism than
is often observed, for example, in copper complexes, where out-
of-state spin-orbit coupling between excited states produces
C-term intensities of opposite signs.48,71,72

Experimentally, one finds that most of the MCD transitions
for the ferrous models studied are positively signed. For the
low-symmetry point groups appropriate to these sites in which
all orbital degeneracy is removed (e.g.,C1, Cs, C2, C2V), the
dx2-y2 and dz2 orbitals transform as the same irreducible
representation (see Figure 9, right). When in-state spin-orbit
coupling is included, the equivalentMScomponents of the dx2-y2
and dz2 excited states will transform as the same spinor
representation. Thus, a∆MS ) 0 transition from the lowest-
energy spin-orbit-coupled component of the ground state to
the dx2-y2 excited state should have the same sign in the MCD
as does the transition from the ground state to the equivalent
dz2 component. There are, however, a few ferrous complexes
(5e,g,i) which show negative MCD intensity for the highest-
energy ligand field transition. It should first be noted that in
these cases the structures of the ferrous complexes have not
determined directly but are inferred from comparison to iso-
morphous analogues or from spectral data, and thus, these may,

in fact, be greatly distorted from the related compounds.
However, more limited structural distortions from the inferred
ferrous geometry can also lead to the MCD sign reversal if the
dx2-y2 and dz2 orbitals transform as different irreducible repre-
sentations, for example, through aC2V(σd) rather than aC2V(σV)
distortion of theC4V parent geometry (i.e., one which ap-
proximately maintains a mirror plane between metal-ligand
bonds rather than along bonds).73 Further detailed insight into
the MCDC-term signs and intensities for specific low-symmetry
ferrous sites will require quantitative calculations using the
spin-orbit-corrected many-electron wave functions and transi-
tion polarizations for these d6 systems, such as has been
performed for d9 (one-hole) sites.71,72,74,75 Thus, theC-term
intensity mechanism for low-symmetry ferrous sites is found
to arise from ground-state spin-orbit coupling between the
rhombically split set of dxz, dyz orbitals, and the fact that most
of the transitions have the same positive sign may be understood
in terms of the excited-state d-orbitals transforming as the same
irreducible representation in the effective symmetry point groups
appropriate to these models. This study has defined the
information content of the VTVH MCD methodology for non-
heme ferrous sites and should significantly aid in the analysis
of parallel data on metalloproteins.
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Figure 9. MCD selection rules for a square pyramidal site withC4V

symmetry (left) and a distorted square pyramidal site withC2V symmetry
(right) showing the direction of the electric dipole (x, y, z) allowed
transitions from the dxz, dyz ground-state components.
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